1. HOUSE RULES
A. Colorado law prohibits persons under the age of 21 from wagering, collecting winning wagers or
loitering in or about the sportsbook area.
B. By participating in wagering activities, the patron agrees to the Ute Mountain Casino Sportsbook
house rules.
C. Management reserves the right to refuse or limit any wager.
D. Wagers will not be accepted for or on behalf of another person or entity.
E. Odds are subject to change. Odds changes will be posted on odds boards.
F. The use of two-way electronic communication devices, to include cell phones, is prohibited while
making wagers at the counter.
G. Management reserves the right to modify these house rules and/or payout odds subject to the
approval of the Ute Mountain Gaming Commission.
H. Management is not responsible for lost, stolen, altered or unreadable tickets. For all lost or stolen
tickets, once the rightful owner has been determined, payment will be made as soon as possible.
I. Tickets go as written. It is the patron’s responsibility to check for accuracy on all tickets written. Once a
wager is accepted, tickets will not be altered or voided except at the discretion of management and with
approval of both parties.
J. For all wagers, patrons are responsible for checking the wager for accuracy before confirming. Wagers
cannot be altered or disputed after the wager is placed. The wager is only considered valid after the
server acknowledges the electronic transmission and a confirmation is received. The operation, at its
sole discretion, may permit a wager to be voided.
K. Minimum and maximum limits for wagers on all sports events will be established by management.
Limits are subject to change.
L. Wagers will not be accepted at other than the current posted terms.
M. Payouts over $10,000 may be delayed until the next regular banking day.
N. Winning tickets are valid for one year from the conclusion of the event.
O. Winning tickets may be mailed in for redemption. See the reverse side of the wagering ticket for mailin collection instructions and address. If a self-addressed envelope is not used, a processing fee may be
charged. Registered mail is safer and preferred.
P. Correction to scores or results will only be recognized up to one hour after the conclusion of the
event. For wagering purposes, the score or result becomes “official” and cannot be changed after one
hour. Management does not recognize protests or overturned decisions.
Q. Ute Mountain Casino Sportsbook customer service address and phone number: Ute Mountain Casino
3 Weeminuche Dr. PO Box 268 Towaoc, CO 81331. 800-258-8007

R. In the event of a dispute that cannot be resolved to the satisfaction of the patron, the patron has the
right to file a dispute investigation with the Ute Mountain Gaming Commission. The decision of the Ute
Mountain Ute Gaming Commission is final.
S. The following patrons are prohibited from wagering in the state of Colorado. Coaches, athletic
trainers, officials, players or other individuals that participate in or have direct involvement in an
authorized sporting event where wagers are accepted, as well as an agent or proxy for another
individual.
T. Any rules written on handouts for specific props are considered house rules.
U. Once the period, quarter or half has ended the prop wager has action regardless of the completion of
the entire game.

2. Definitions
A. Point Spread: point(s) either added to or subtracted from the actual game score for wagering
purposes.
B. Money Line: odds that calculate the amount a wager will pay based on $100 increments. Negative
money lines show the amount to wager to win $100. Positive money lines show the amount paid for
every $100 wagered.
C. Total (over/under): a wager over or under the total points scored in a game. Calculated by adding
both teams’ final scores together.
D. Straight Wager: a wager made on a single team, total or proposition.
E. Parlay Wager: a wager coupling two or more teams, totals or propositions.
F. Teaser Wager: a wager coupling two or more teams, totals or propositions that allow the patron to
modify the point spread or total by an established value.
G. Off the Board: wagers using bet index (bi) numbers and odds posted on odds boards and sheets.
H. Push: a wager, that when the point spread is applied, results in a tie score.
I. Official: a wagering event is considered authorized for a result to be determined. If an event is unable
to be deemed official for wagering as defined in the rules, wagers will be refunded.
J. No Action: a wager that is disregarded due to a push or other event defined in the rules.
K. Canceled Wager: a wager that is canceled due to an obvious error, prohibited participants or
prohibited activities.
L. Obvious Error: errors made that are obvious in nature to include, but not limited to, misspelling or
typos of names, places, times or dates.
M. In Game: in game wagers are placed after the start of a game or other defined period and are
determined by the final score of the period specified regardless of when the wager is placed.

3. Time, date, site, length of play changes
A. All baseball, basketball, and hockey games must be played on the date specified for “action” unless
noted otherwise.
B. All other events including football must be played within one (1) week of scheduled date for “action”
unless noted otherwise.
C. A change in the event site makes all wagers prior to the change “no action” unless noted otherwise.
D. For full game wagers (not including baseball), games that are suspended, postponed, or cancelled
prior to their timed conclusion must have the following amount of game time completed to be “official”:
• 35 minutes of college basketball play
• 43 minutes of professional basketball play
• 55 minutes of college & pro football play
• 55 minutes of pro hockey play
E. For all other timed sports, game must have 5 minutes or less remaining of scheduled play to be
“official” unless noted otherwise.
F. Wagers on games that have not met the game length requirement at the time of suspension,
postponement, or cancellation and do not resume play on the scheduled date are “no action” and are
refunded.
4. Halftimes, quarters, overtime, shootouts
A. When wagering on a quarter or a half, the quarter or half must be completed to be “official” for
wagering.
B. When wagering on total scores, overtime periods are counted in the final score (excluding soccer).
C. For halftime wagers, overtime periods are included as part of the second half.
D. Fourth quarter wagers do not include overtime unless noted otherwise.
E. If a hockey game is decided by a shootout, the winning team receives one additional goal for wagering
purposes.
5. Pushes / Ties
A. Straight wagers that result in a push, based on the wagered point spread, will be considered “no
action” and the wager will be refunded.
B. “off the board” parlay wagers of two teams which include one winner & one push will be reduced to a
straight wager. Parlay wagers with 3 or more teams, totals, or propositions that include a push will be
reduced to the next lowest number of teams and the push is treated as “no action”.

C. “off the board” teaser wagers that include a push will be reduced to the next lowest number of
teams. A two team teaser with a push will be considered “no action” and will be refunded.

6. Parlays and Teasers
A. All “off the board” parlays are calculated using money line decimal conversions. No pay chart.
B. “off the board” parlays maximum payout odds are 299-1.
C. “off the board” teaser odds refer to pay charts. Pay charts are available at the counter.
D. Cross sports “off the board” teaser payouts will revert to the lowest teaser pay chart.
E. Parlay card rules are available on the reverse side of the card.

7. Futures
A. For wagers to win events such as conference or league championships, pennants, tournaments, etc.,
odds on these events may not be displayed on odds boards but are available at the betting counter.
B. Odds may change without notice.
C. Payouts are determined by the odds posted in the computer system at the time the wager is made.
D. Future wagers are considered “action” if a winner is determined for the specified event. If the
specified event is cancelled wagers will be refunded.

8. Baseball / Softball
A. Pro baseball tickets are written the following ways: 1) Action: this is a team vs team wager, wager has
“action” regardless of either starting pitcher. 2) Listed pitchers: this is a wager where both pitchers are
specified. Both pitchers must throw the first pitch of their half of the first inning, otherwise the wager
has “no action”. 3) Listing only one pitcher: this is a wager where just that listed pitcher must throw the
first pitch.
B. College baseball and softball are written as action unless noted otherwise.
C. In the event of an off pitcher prior to the start of the game, all action wagers will be adjusted to the
price of the new pitcher. All listed pitcher, total and run line wagers with the original pitchers will be
refunded.
D. Listed pitchers must start for total, run line and first five inning wagers.
E. For full game money line wagers, games become “official” after four and one-half innings if the home
team is leading or five innings if the visiting team is leading.
F. For full game total or run line wagers, games become “official” after eight and one-half innings if the
home team is leading or nine innings if the visiting team is leading.

G. For all first five inning wagers, games become “official” after five full innings. If the home team is
leading after four and one-half innings and does not come to bat in the bottom of the fifth, wagers will
be refunded.
H. If a baseball game is cancelled, postponed, or suspended and play does not resume on the scheduled
date, the winner for wagering purposes is determined by the score after the last full inning played,
unless the home team ties or takes the lead in the bottom half of the incomplete inning where the
winner is determined by the score at the time the game is called.

9. Fights / Boxing / MMA
A. For all fights, when the bell (buzzer, etc.) is sounded signaling the start of the fight the bout is
considered “official” for wagering purposes regardless of the scheduled length.
B. When the bell sounds, signifying the end of a round, it is considered a full round for wagering
purposes. If the bout is officially stopped prior to the bell, it is not considered a full round.
C. When wagering on boxing “ko” propositions include knockout, technical knockout, disqualification or
any other stoppage.
D. In the event a fight is deemed “no contest”, all wagers including round propositions will be
considered “no action” and all wagers will be refunded.

10. Soccer
A. Wagers are for 90 minutes of play, including stoppage/injury time but do not include extra time,
sudden death, or penalty shootouts unless noted otherwise.
B. For 3-way wagering each team and the draw are separate wagering interests. If the match ends in a
draw, draw wagers win and both team wagers lose.

11. Tennis
A. Individual tennis player wagers to win a tournament are “action” regardless if the player starts the
tournament unless noted otherwise.
B. Both tennis players in a match-up must start the match and complete at least one full set for “action”.

11. Motor racing
A. Individual driver wagers to win a race are “action” regardless of qualifying results, mechanical failure
or injury unless noted otherwise.
B. Both drivers in a match-up must start the race for “action”. The winner of a match-up is determined
by the official finish order.

C. If a driver in a match-up is substituted during the race, then the match-up is “no action”.

12. Golf
A. Individual golfer wagers to win a tournament are “action” regardless if the player starts the
tournament unless noted otherwise.
B. Both golfers in a match-up must tee off to start the tournament or round for “action.”
C. Golfer with the lower score wins match-up with equal rounds played.
D. If one golfer in a match-up continues play after the opponent has missed the cut, withdrawn, or has
been disqualified, the golfer who continues play wins the match-up.
E. If both golfers in a match-up are in a playoff, the winner of the playoff wins the match-up.

